Introduction. In [4] G. W. Whitehead gives a method by which all extraordinary homology and cohomology theories may be generated by fundamental homotopy constructions. Unfortunately the definition of the extraordinary theories used is not sufficiently general so as to include all theories that would normally be considered as (co) homology theories. An example of a theory not included is (co) homology with local coefficients. In this paper, we will show how to extend the methods of Whitehead so as to include such theories.
Consider a Urysohn function h: X -> I, with h : Vy = 1 and h : (X -Vf) = 0.
Restricting h to U, we may compose h with F to define F: U X / -» U by the formula .F(u, r) = F(u, h(u)t). We note the following C m, ueX -V2 £X-F2, ( eX0, i=l, we Fj.
We now define F: X x / -> X by F(x, t), xeU, 0,0 = \ ( X, xeX -V2.
This map is well defined and continuous on U and X -K2, and therefore it is continuous on X. We note that, as with F., F.: F. £ X0. We again define a Urysohn function, with A:(X0) = 1 and fe(X -Vy) = 0. We define ß as follows:
( y = y,
This map is well defined and continuous. It is easy to show aß ~ 1 and ß<x ~ 1, as is the rest of the lemma.
Remark. We now introduce a definition for a type of space. We show this type to be of the homotopy type of C.W. complexes. We will show that this type is preserved under basic topological operations (e.g. suspension). Finally we will show that bundles have this type under fairly general conditions. Definition 1.4. A Piecewise-C.W. complex is a topological space X that is the union of a countable number of closed subspaces X;, each having a fixed C.W. complex structure, and such that X¡ n Xj is a subcomplex in the C. W. structure of X¡ and in the structure of Xj. In addition, the topology on X is the weak topology with respect to the subspaces X¡. Note that the decomposition of Xj C\Xj with respect to X¡ may ditTer from that with respect to X^. We call the X¡ the pieces of X. Lemma 1.5. Let p: E -» B be a fibre bundle over a locally finite simplicial complex. Let the fibre F be a countable C.W. complex. Then E is a P.C.W. complex.
Proof. For each closed simplex o in B, p_1(cx) is homeomorphic to F x a. Therefore, we may decompose p_1(cj) as a C.W. complex using the product decomposition of F x cr. Let o¡ and cr,-be two closed simplexes.
p" ' (cr;) n p~\aj) -P~ Vi A CTj) is a subcomplex in the decomposition of p~l(o~¡) and p-1(<7j). We complete the proof by checking that the topology is right. Theorem 1.6. Any P.C.W. complex has the homotopy type of a C.W. complex.
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on the number of pieces in X by first proving the finite case and then proceeding to the infinite case by direct limit using weak topology arguments.
By induction on i: Let i = 1, then X is a C.W. complex by definition. Suppose we have proved the theorem for i = n -1. Let X be "n-piecewise". Consider the space Xy(J ••• UX"_!= X, this is an (n -1)-P.C.W. complex so there exists a C.W. complex K, and maps Ç: X-> Xand £: X^K with Çf ~ 1 and ¿% ~ 1.
The space X n X" is a subcomplex of X" since it is the union of the subcomplexes (XjOXJ, 1 *»/'<;« -1. Applying Lemma 1.3 X has the homotopy type of Af(l,X), where l:XnX"->X^s the inclusion. By Lemma 1.2, M(1,X") has the homotopy type of M(<^1,X"). On the other hand, ¿jl: XnX"-> K is a map of C.W. complexes so we may apply the cellular approximation theorem to get ¿;1 homotopic to ¿j, a cellular map. We now apply Lemma 1.1 to show M(i;l,X") has the homotopy type of M(<f, X"). Since E, is cellular, M(dj, X") is a C.W. complex and we are done with the first part of this theorem.
We proceed to the infinite case by using the last of our lemmas to check that the homotopy equivalences we obtain remain fixed at each level for all levels of the induction. We now apply the usual direct limit argument for the weak topology. Definition 1.7. A P.C.W. subcomplex, X0, of a P.C.W. complex, X, is a subspace of X, with X0 OX¡ a subcomplex of X¡ for all ¿. Note (X0 n X) n (x0 n xf) = (x0 n x) n (Xt n Xf) is a subcomplex of X;: Hence X0¡= X0 nX¡ gives X0 the structure of a P.C.W. complex. (X,X0) is called a P.C.W. pair. A base point xeX is a point such that x e X¡ implies x is a vertex in the decomposition of X¡. Theorem 1.8. A P.C.W. pair has the homotopy type of a C.W. pair. This means that ¿/(X,X0) is a P.C.W. pair, then there is a C.W. pair iK,K0) and a homotopy equivalence of X and K that restricts to a homotopy equivalence of X0 and K0.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 1.6, only checking that after each stage we may perform the construction for a pair of spaces. Lemma 1.9. Let (X,X0) be a P.C.W. pair, then all of the following hold:
complex (the cone over X0). (c) SX is a P.C.W. complex (nonreduced suspension). (d) If X has a base point, then SX is a P.C.W. complex (reduced suspension).
Proof, (a) We know that XJ X0 nX¡ has the structure of the quotient complex. From the definition of a P.C.W. subcomplex it is easy to check that (XiIXonX)n(XjlX0nXj) = (X¡ nXy)/X0 is a subcomplex of X,/X0 nX¡ in the quotient structure. The rest is a matter of checking topology.
(b),(c),(d) These all follow from (a) and the fact that if X is a P.C.W. complex then, so is X x / in the obvious way. Definition 1.10. For n > 0, we say that a P.C.W. complex X is n-piecewise connected if X is connected and X,-contains no m-cells for any i and 0 < m ^ n. Lemma 1.11. Let n>0, and let X be an n-piecewise connected P.C.W.
complex. Then itj(X) = 0 for 0<jz%n.
Proof. Again we perform an induction on i, the number of pieces. For i = 1, the hypothesis gives the result since X is a C.W. complex. Suppose we have the result for i = k -I, we know from the theory of C.W. complexes that we may select a model for K, in the proof of Theorem 1.6, with the n-skeleton K"= *. Consider the space M(i],Xk). Using Lemma 1.3, we know that this space has the type of K U?Xfc. Since £ is cellular, we know K U^X* is a C.W. complex. This complex has no cells in dim m, 0 < m z% n: Hence by the theory of C.W. complexes the conclusion of the theorem holds. We proceed to the infinite case by the usual direct limit argument.
[December Definition 1.12. Let /: (X,X0) -> (X',X'0) be a map of P.C.W. pairs. Let (K,K0) be a C.W. pair, and (X,X0) ±* (K,K0) a homotopy equivalence given by Theorem 1.8. Let (K',K'0), a'ß' be the same for(X',X'0). We define f = ß'fa:(K,K0)^(K',K'0).
It follows at once from the preceding that we have the following three commutative diagrams:
Remark. In all that follows the symbol "p-" before any term involving the word "complex" will imply that the term refers to a "piecewise object". All other uses of the term "complex" refer to "C.W. objects".
Extraordinary homology.
Remark. In this section we modify the definitions of G. W. Whitehead in order to apply them to categories of principal G-bundles. Definition 2.1. Let cb: P-*B be a principal G-bundle. Let b e B be a fixed base point. Let G operate as a group of transformations on a space F, and let xeF be fixed under G. Let E be the bundle associated with P, having fibre F. There is a cross section sx associated with the point x in the associated bundle. We now define a space called the P-reduced join of F and B and written F ApB. We set F APB = E/(cbÊ1(b)Usx(B)). Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 1.9 and 1.11. Definition 2.3. In the setting of Definition 2.1, we may define an operation of G on SF as follows: G acts on F x / by g(f, t) = (gf, t).This action carries over to SF since G carries F x / U x x / into itself. Lemma 2.4. /: S(F< APB) =:SF ApB.
Proof. We must only check relations on identification maps. Definition 2.5. We define a G-spectrum to be a sequence of spaces E¡ with base point acted upon by G which leaves the base points fixed, and a sequence of maps n¡: SE¡ -> Ei+1 that are equivariant with respect to G. Definition 2.6. Let i be a G-spectrum. Let P be a principal G-bundle over B. For each space S"E¡ (nth-suspension), we may construct a bundle P(S"E¡), the associated bundle of P with fibre S"E¡, and bundle maps PiS\): PiSn+1E¡) -*PiS%+y). Now consider the groups itn+kiEkAp B). We have the natural suspension map s:it"+k(Ek ApB) -» itn+k+y(S(Ek ApB)). We may compose this map with the map ¿* of Lemma 2.4 to give us a map into the group itn+k+1(SEk ApB). Now the map P(n) induces a map P(n¡): SEk ApB -> Ek + 1 ApB. Therefore, we may define maps rnk = P(n¡)+i+s: nn+k(Ek APB) -> 7rB+t + 1(£t+1 APB).
We define the homology groups of P with coefficients in S to be inj lim r" k. We write these groups as H"iP;eS).
Let (B, A) be a pair. Let P iA) be the portion of the bundle over A. We define HniP,PiA);£) = inj lim nn+kiEk APB¡Ek AP(A) A). Note that all groups constructed are abelian.
Remark. From this point it will be assumed that all spaces that are part of a spectrum are countable C.W. complexes, and that all bases are locally finite simplicial complexes. Definition 2.7. A G-spectrum is called convergent if there is an integer N such that EN+i contains no j-cells 0 < ; ^ ¿ .The spaces E¡ are connected. Note that this is a stronger use of the word than is usual.
Example and Remark 2.8. An example of a spectrum with nontrivial group action is the spectrum of spheres £fn (beginning with the n-sphere). The group Oin) acts on the equator of the n-sphere leaving, say, the north pole fixed. It acts on all the other spheres in the spectrum through suspension.
The process above may be generalized. Given a G-spectrum <?, we may form a G-spectrum SS' by suspending each space £¡ and each map n. We use Definition 2.3, to check that this gives a G-spectrum.We are now in a position to state the theorem which corresponds to the suspension isomorphism of homology. Theorem 2.9. Let P be a principal bundle, then there is a natural isomorphism a* : H"iP; S) -+ Hn+ y (P, SS), where S is convergent.
Proof. The map a* is defined as follows :
Hn'P;S) = inj lim «,+»(£» APB) -> inj lim 7rn+;+,(£(£,. APB)) = inj lim nH+l+1(SE, APB) = iiB+1(P; S«f).
[December The proof that this map is an isomorphism is similar to the proof of 4.5 in [4] in light of Lemma 2.2 and §1. Definition 2.10. Let P be a principal bundle over B and let A be a subcomplex of B. It is possible to define a boundary operator d": Hn+¡(P,P(A)£->Hn(P(A);é).
We do this by letting 4 : nK+0t APBU C(<b~l (A))) -* 7r"+;(£;(£, A P Bjcb ~1 (A)) be induced by the projection map. In light of §1, this map is a homotopy equivalence and therefore it induces an isomorphism which passes to the direct limit, and gives an isomorphism A». We also have the projection map p:7r" + i+i(E,. ApBLJC(cp-1(A)))^nn + i + y(S(Ei AP(A)A)).
We define dn -a* P* ^* • Theorem 2.11. The following sequence is exact:
...-ill» Hn(P(Ä)-/*H"(P;S)]^Hn(P,P(A);S)4 ...,
where <o is a convergent spectrum.
Proof. The proof is in two parts. We first show that three short sequences are exact; we then hook them together properly. The three sequences we need are as follows: "
(1) injlim: 7ii+"(£; APW A) i *,+"(£, APB) 4 ^+"(£; apbI4T1{A)), The top line of this diagram is exact because it is just the homotopy sequenceThe q is an isomorphism in the limit because by 1.8 the pairs (E¡APB,cb7í(A)) have the type of C.W. pairs and by 2.2 in conjuction with the definition of convergence 2.4 we know that there is a cofinal subset of these pairs such that q¡: 7i¡+"(F¡ ApB, <b~l(A)) -> ni+n(E¡ APB¡cb'¡1(A)) is already an isomorphism. This last remark is a direct application of the Blakers-Massey Theorem [3] .
We are now able to draw a chart which shows how the short sequences are hooked together. The chart is as follows:
where, for example, 3b refers to the second group on the third line, and u stands for homotopy equivalence. Example 2.12. As an example of a homology theory given by these constructions, consider the 0(n)-spectrum^".
Let P -*• B be a principal 0(n)-bundle. Consider the principal 0(n)-bundle P+ over B+ -B U {p,} (B with a discrete point added) which is P over ß and 0(n) over p,. It is easy to see S" Ap+ B+ = Tp (the Thorn space of the n-dimensional vector bundle associated with P). We then have Hm(P+,£fJ") = \~\m(TP), the mth stable homotopy group of the Thorn space.
Cohomology.
Remark. In this section we develop the theory which is dual to that of the previous sections. However, we will do this in a more general setting. The reason for this is that the constructions and theorems of this section are, in a sense, of a more general nature than those of §2. We could generalize §2 in a way similar to the following, however, the enabling definitions would be very artificial.
We begin with some constructions. Let p:E -» B be a fibre space. Let s* be a fixed cross section of this fibre space. Let Ps. be the space obtained by taking the full space of paths, l(t), in E and restricting to those paths such that p(l(0)) = p(l(t)) for all /, and such that s*p(/(0)) = 1(0). Let L(E) be the full space of loops on E.
Define Ls* = L(E) n Ps*. We again state a lemma which is easy and is left unproved.
Lemma 3.1. Let p: E -> B be a fibre space with s* a fixed cross section. Let P(p):Ps*(E) -» B and L(p): LS*(E) -* B be the maps associated with p. These maps are fibre maps. Definition 3.2. A fibre spectrum over B is a sequence of fibre spaces p¡: E; -> B, and a sequence of maps m¡: E¡ -> Ls*(Ei+1) such that L(pi + i)mi = p¡. We also insist that m¡sf= Lsf+1, the section of constant loops.
Examples.
(1) Let B be a space and let S be a spectrum in the usual sense [1] . It is immediate that B x S is a fibre spectrum over B.
(2) A G-Q-spectrum ÍF is a sequence of spaces F¡ each having a continuous group action with fixed point by the group G. In addition, there is a sequence of maps m¡: F¡ -* Q. Fí+1 such that the operation of G commutes with the maps m¡. The operation of the group G on the space Í2F¡+I is the standard pointwise operation on a loop. The sequence of spaces P(F) and maps P(m):P(Fi)^P(QFi+y) of 2.6 form a fibre spectrum. Let T(B, A, -) be the covariant functor which carries a bundle over B into the set of homotopy classes of cross sections which when restricted to A £ B are the base cross section s* ¡A. We define H"(B, A, S) as above using the F(B, A, -) functor in place of r(B, -).
It is easy to check that H"(B; S) and H"(B,A;S) are abelian groups. Proof. The theorem, it's proof, and the additional definitions are so standard that they are left undone (see [1] ).
Remark. We now give an example of such cohomology theory. We first need some notation.
Let n be an abstract group. For n > 1, let n be abelian. We let (n, aut it) stand for the category with one object (i.e. the group it) and as maps, the automorphisms of it.
If X is a space with base point. Let (X, b.p.h.(X)) stand for the category with one object namely X and as maps, the base pointed homeomorphisms of X to itself.
Let nn be the nth-homotopy group functor. For a base pointed space X. Let ñ" be the restriction of it" toir": (X,b.p.h.(X)) -* (7tB(X), aut jtb(X)). We are now able to state a lemma. Lemma 3.5. Let it be an abstract group. For n > 1, let it be abelian. For any n there is a model of K{n, ri) and a covariant functor F: in, aut(7t)) => (X(.r, n), b.p.hfKin, n))) such that ñ"F is an isomorphism of functors.
Proof. Use the geometric realization of the semisimplicial Kin, n). Remark. Let C be a local coefficient system on a simplicial complex B. Let the group of this system be n. Let Kin, n) be the space of Lemma 3.5. We know that any local coefficient system over a simplicial complex can be considered an aut(7t)-bundle over B. Call this bundle C. There is a bundle with fibre K(n, n) associated with C. This is given by the functor F. We call this bundle Kc(n, n). Theorem 3.6. There is an isomorphism: 9:Hnc(B,it)^T(B,Kc(n,n))
where He refers to local coefficient theory.
Proof. The map is constructed, and the theorem is proved in almost exactly the same way as they are done in the usual proof for trivial local coefficients. Note in this case Kc(n, n) = B x K(n, n) and the section homotopy classes of a product bundle are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with the homotopy classes of maps of the base into the fibre. Therefore, the statement of our theorem reduces to the statement that there exists the following isomorphism:
9: H"(B,n) = [B,K(n,n)].
This well-known isomorphism carries over to our theorem with very little modification. A proof of the trivial case can be found in [2] .
Remarks. It should be noted that all of the formal constructions of the usual extraordinary theories may be carried out in our theories. We must only insist that all of the necessary maps are equivariant with respect to the group of the bundle. For example, we may develop a cup product following Whitehead's construction [4] with the only restriction being that the pairings of spectra are equivariant.
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